
Differences between 2101 and 2102

--- In Transit-Vancouver@yahoogroups.com, "Tyler Noble" <tnoble@...> 
wrote:

Yes, it's obvious that the padded back for one of the W/C areas has
moved to the other side of the coach, but this has caused a number of
other seating layout changes.

Instead of five aisle-facing (folding) seats and a pair that face
forward (also folding), the right side of the coach now has one
backward-facing, three aisle-facing (that fold), and two pairs that 
face forward (the first set can fold up for a wheelchair, but there's also 
an  ordinary pair adjacent to the rear door).

Due to the repositioning of the W/C areas, the left side of the #2102
has (from front to back) three aisle-facing seats (folding), three
single forward-facing seats, and then a pair of forward-facing seats. 
On #2101, there is one backward-facing, followed by four single
forward-facing, and then a regular pair of forward-facers in front of
the bulkhead and across from the rear door.

So, overall, the seating capacity has been increased from 29 on #2101 
to 31 on #2102. 

Other changes:

- The interior stanchions all appear to be yellow in colour, instead 
of
metallic. 
- The oddly-located stanchion adjacent to the big pad on #2101 is
located in an even stranger place on #2102 (looks like it's more in 
the
middle of the aisle!)
- Different backrest on folding seats (not just smaller, but also much
more vertical)
- Dash lights shielded.
- Run number box.
- Different door hinge design.
- Yellow grip handles front door.
- Black fleet number decals on upper corners of coach.
- Electronic passenger side mirror.
- Subtle difference in yellow stripe across front of coach.
- Rear axle caps, yes, but also the rims on #2102 are painted white 
(at
least that's what it looks like in the photos and the last time I saw
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#2101, I don't think I saw coloured rims)

--- In Transit-Vancouver@yahoogroups.com, "Evan" <shadowstone91@...> 
wrote:

Padded back for the wheelchair seat moved
Smaller backrest on the wheelchair folding seat.
Dash lights shielded.
Run number box.
Different door hinge design.
Yellow grip handles front door.
Black fleet number decals on upper corners of coach.
Additional stachion driver's side.
Double passenger seat next to rear door.
Rear axle caps.
Subtle difference in painted yellow stripe.
Electronic passenger side mirror.
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